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Made in the USA.

ClearSpan creates dairy structures that

improve efficiency and promote higher yields

ClearSpan buildings can save your dairy operation time, labor and money. They’re constructed with both livestock and farmers
in mind, and their unique designs lead to a healthier, more comfortable environment for livestock. The structures provide a
controlled environment, and the wide open spaces and ample clearance create plenty of space for work or storage, significantly
improving efficiency. With turnkey, stock and custom designs, there is a ClearSpan structure for any dairy need.
The ClearSpan Dairy Advantage:
Healthier livestock - Controlled environments protect livestock from even

Durable construction and industry-leading warranties -

Climate-sensitive covers - 20 degrees cooler in summer,

Maximum ventilation, dry environments - Natural

Low cost per square foot and energy-efficient designs - Natural

No internal support posts - Maximum space, house

the most extreme weather, helps to limit injuries, supports improved milk
production and higher yields.
20 degrees warmer in winter.

lighting reduces utilities costs. Available in fabric, metal and hybrid styles.

1395 John Fitch Blvd., South Windsor, Conn. 06074

Email: TrussInquiry@ClearSpan.com

50 years on steel frames, 25 years on corrugated metal and
20 years on fabric covers.
ventilation supports a healthy, fresh environment.
livestock of any size or quantity.
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customer testimonials

“We love the customizable features. We had the
ability to choose and foundation, so we went with the
bridge timbers. We also decided to install large fans
for ventilation, and this has alleviated our summer heat
problems for both the workers and the cows.”

- Daniel Gish, Burnt Chimney Dairy, Burnt Chimney, Va.

Since 1979, ClearSpan has offered cost-effective, versatile and
energy-efficient building solutions. We provide in-house design,
manufacturing and construction, and pride ourselves on offering
superior customer service. Our experienced truss arch specialists are
highly trained to help you determine the best structure and setup for
your needs. With stock, turnkey and design-build solutions, there is a
ClearSpan structure for everybody.

“The natural light, large open space and good
ventilation are the three features we like about
the building.”
- Ron White, Circle W Farms, Lancaster, Wis.

Dyersville, Iowa Manufacturing Facility
Fabric Buildings
“Here is Wisconsin we get high winds, tornados,
blizzards, super hot weather, as well as freezing cold
weather. The cover stays put, and the animals inside are
safe and secure.”
- Katrina Gleason, Gleason Cattle Company,
Shullsburg, Wis.

COVERS BUILT
FOR STRENGTH
Hybrid or Metal Buildings

Lifting a 2008 Dodge quad
using our 12.5 oz cover
material and structural
steel frame.

